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Shoeboxed releases improved navigation, receipt tagging
DURHAM, N.C. — Shoeboxed.com released an improved design today, moving its main navigation to a side
navigation bar, and changing its midnight blue header to a lighter blue. Additionally, tagging receipts by placing them
in shoeboxes has been upgraded.
In the top navigation, there is now more information about the company, including a vision statement and our
environmental stance in addition to existing pages like About Us and the Shoeboxed Info Desk, a one-stop
destination for FAQs, help, and white papers about relevant topics that was launched last week.

The side navigation is now streamlined to offer an easier way to navigate the web application. “The new
navigation is just a lot cleaner and more intuitive,” Shoeboxed CEO Taylor Mingos said. “Since so many people
are using Receipt Mail-In and can easily get thousands of receipts into their accounts, we wanted to make sure
that our navigation allowed them to manage their receipts in efficient and meaningful ways.”

The new tagging system released today is another way to improve the way people manage all their receipts.
Information about what shoeboxes a given receipt is in is now available from the My Receipts table, so that it is
easier to keep track of what receipt is organized where.

For many Receipt Mail-In users with many receipts, these are welcome changes because of how many receipts
they have to manage in one place. In addition to numerous free solutions for organizing receipts online, like a
Shoeboxed email address that aggregates all online purchases, bulk receipt uploading, and export to Quicken,
Excel, CSV, and PDF expense report, Shoeboxed has developed Receipt Mail-In to help people fight receipt
clutter without doing any of necessary work.

For a monthly subscription fee, users of Shoeboxed Receipt Mail-In send in their receipts in a prepaid envelope,
which are scanned in and uploaded to their secure Shoeboxed accounts and then sent back to them. Shoeboxed
and Receipt Mail-In offer clear advantages over alternative products available in the market: We save our
customers time by doing all the scanning and data uploading for them, and their data is stored safely online and
backed up every 24 hours. Upgrades and new tools are immediately available to them on their free-of-charge
online accounts. Receipt Mail-In is currently priced at $19.95 per month, and all users can try a first month at
only $9.95.
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